
Good Day 
  
We are a small company operating 4 trucks at 44 tonnes capacity in central Angus. 
We operate on a U.K. wide basis and the largest concentration of our work involves moving 
potatoes. We tend to transport these potatoes to markets in the Central regions of England. 
  
We have reached a point where our customers will not accept rises in rates until they have 
had the opportunity to seek alternative quotes. This then means that we are left hanging until 
such time as they decide. We currently find that rates are being pegged as a result of one of 
the following reasons 
  
Competitors do not adhere to the R.T.D. (Working Time Directive)
We awarded our drivers 8% pay increases to hang on to them but now find that other 
companies did not.This means that we have to build in a higher pence per mile charge for our 
additional labour charges. 
  
Fuel Inconsistencies
We have to compete for work against foreign trucks who are keen to get their trucks back into 
Central England for their next load and as they have not fuelled up in Scotland they can apply 
a mileage rate much less than we can operate legally at. We also find that some U.K. 
companies are visiting the Continent and returning with fuel that cost significantly less than 
we can buy it at, and so long as they can get back to the Continent without buying too much 
U.K. fuel they retain their edge over us. Then there are the companies who either use 
laundered diesel or rebated fuel, again leaving us well out on our quotes. 
  
I would like to point out that personally I am not concerned about the high price of fuel, 
if we all bought it at the same price then our pence per mile charge would be the same. 
It is vital that we are protected from the vulnerability that these anamolies create. 
  
 The inconsitency continues when you attempt to comply with the continuing legislation that 
appears over the E.U. and U.K. horizons, again some companies try their level best to comply 
and others make no attempt. Additional costs are then absorbed and this further erodes an 
already fragile profit margin. 
  
It seems that VOSA can apply increases and we have no option but accept them, the 
government can increase Employers National Insurance contributions, yet we are 
treated as second class citizens by our customers if we attempt to be so heavy 
handed.
  
The industry needs to be competitive and should strive to reach higher levels of efficiency. 
This can only be achieved if the Government begins to realise how vital we in the transport 
industry are and looks at ways in which simple practical decisions could give our industry a 
much needed lift. 
  
We would benefit from the creation of a Strategic Road Transport Authority, this neutral 
body could look at our industry and be able to make positive decisions, work alongside the 
other Transport bodies ( Strategic Rail Authority) and be able to provide costings for the wide 
variety of vehicle types or journey types that exist in Scotland or the U.K. They would then be 
able to communicate with Central Government long before the reality or practicality of new 
legislation is placed upon the Road Transport Industry and the costs that must then be 
passed on to our customers. 
  
Haulage is for many a disease, with sadly no known cure, generally speaking death or 
bankruptcy are the only two routes that offer an end to the suffering. 
 
I was attending a Trailer show in Belgium, I stopped to study a software package that a 
german company was advertising that related to the new digital tachograph card. 
  



During his demonstration we asked what the current cost of his "drivers smart card", 
the current chargein Germany  is 32 Euros, so as we are being asked to pay £38 you 
can see that there is yet another discrepancy.
  
Level playing fields are the surest way to giving companies a fair chance.  
 
  
I have many other suggestions or ideas and would happily attend a committee meeting that 
was for the purposes of achieving a stronger and healthier industry for the next generations. 
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